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Description

Character 

control

Configure physics-based character control for first-person and third-person 

characters.

Rigidbody

physics
Apply physics-based behavior to GameObjects

Collision Use colliders to configure collisions between GameObjects.

Joints
Apply and configure joints that connect GameObjects and simulate physical 

forces for pivoting, movement, and restriction.

Articulations Configure complex systems of rigid bodies and joints.

Ragdoll physics Configure ragdoll physics for characters.

Cloth
Simulate fabric movement for character clothing and other in-application 

textiles.

Multi-scene 

physics

Manage different physics contexts in one project with multiple dedicated 

physics scenes.
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Property Function

Is Trigger
If enabled, this Collider is used for triggering events, and is ignored by 

the physics engine.

Material
Reference to the that determines how this Collider 

interacts with others.

Center The position of the Collider in the object’s local space.

Size The size of the Collider in the X, Y, Z directions.
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Material
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Property Function

Is Trigger
If enabled, this Collider is used for triggering events, and is ignored 

by the physics engine.

Material
Reference to the that determines how this Collider 

interacts with others.

Center The position of the Collider in the object’s local space.

Radius The radius of the Collider’s local width.

Height The total height of the Collider.

Direction
The axis of the capsule’s lengthwise orientation in the object’s local 

space.



Property Function

Material
Reference to the that determines how this

Collider interacts with others.

Terrain Data The terrain data.

Enable Tree 

Colliders
When selected Tree Colliders will be enabled.









Property Function

Convex
Enable the checkbox to make the Mesh Collider collide with other 

Mesh Colliders. Convex Mesh Colliders are limited to 255 triangles.

Is Trigger
Enable this checkbox to make Unity use this Collider for triggering events, 

and the physics engine ignore it.

Cooking Options
Enable or disable the options that affect how the physics 

engine processes Meshes.

None Disables all of the Cooking Options listed below.

Everything Enables all of the Cooking Options listed below.

Cook for Faster 

Simulation

Makes the physics engine cook Meshes for faster simulation. When enabled, 

this runs some extra steps to guarantee the resulting Mesh is optimal for run-

time performance. This affects the performance of the physics queries and 

contacts generation. When this setting is disabled, the physics engine uses a 

faster cooking time instead, and produces results as fast as possible. 

Consequently, the cooked Mesh Collider might not be optimal.



Property Function

Enable Mesh 

Cleaning

Makes the physics engine clean Meshes. When enabled, the cooking process 

tries to eliminate of the Mesh, as well as other 

geometrical artifacts. This results in a Mesh that is better suited for use 

in collision detection and tends to produce more accurate hit points.

Weld Colocated

Vertices

Makes the physics engine remove equal vertices in the Meshes. When 

enabled, the physics engine combines the vertices that have the same 

position. This is important for the collision feedback that happens at run 

time.

Use Fast 

Midphase

Makes the physics engine use the fastest mid-phase acceleration structure 

and algorithm available for your output platform. When you enable this 

option, the physics engine uses a faster algorithm that doesn’t require any 

R-Trees for spatial access. If you encounter mid-phase issues at runtime on 

some platform, you can still disable this option to use the slower legacy mid-

phase algorithm instead.

Material
Reference to the that determines how this Collider interacts 

with others.

Mesh Reference to the Mesh to use for collisions.























Properties Function

angularVelocity
The angular velocity vector of the rigidbody measured in radians per 

second.

position The position of the rigidbody.

rotation The rotation of the Rigidbody. 

velocity
The velocity vector of the rigidbody. It represents the rate of 

change of Rigidbody position.

isKinematic Controls whether physics affects the rigidbody.

useGravity Controls whether gravity affects this rigidbody.



Methods Function

AddExplosion

Force
Applies a force to a Rigidbody that simulates explosion effects.

AddForce Adds a force to the Rigidbody.

AddTorque Adds a torque to the Rigidbody.

GetPointVelocity The velocity of the Rigidbody at the point worldPoint in global space.

MovePosition Moves the kinematic Rigidbody towards position.

MoveRotation Rotates the Rigidbody to rotation.



FixedUpdate

Update called 

once per frame.

Update

FixedUpdate called multiple times 

per frame. Most physics 

calculations will be called in 

FixedUpdate. The time between 

calculations is fixed, as the name 

implies.

































Slope Limit
Limits the collider to that are less steep (in degrees) 

than the indicated value.

Step Offset

The character will if it is closer to the ground than 

the indicated value. This should not be greater than the Character 

Controller’s height or it will generate an error.

Skin width

can penetrate each other as deep as their . Larger 

Skin Widths reduce jitter. Low Skin Width can cause the character to get 

stuck. A good setting is to make this value 10% of the Radius.



Min Move

Distance

If the character tries to move below the indicated value, it will not move at 

all. This can be used to reduce jitter. 

.

Center
This will offset the in world space, and won’t affect how the 

Character pivots.

Radius
Length of the Capsule . This is essentially the width of the 

collider.

Height
The Character’s Capsule . Changing this will scale the collider along 

the Y axis in both positive and negative directions.























to. 교수님
출처확인

부탁드립니다.

GameObject Articulation Body component configuration

A (root) You can only define physical body properties for GameObject A.

B

You can define
• Physical body properties for GameObject B.
• The type and properties of the joint with GameObject A.

C

You can define
• Physical body properties for GameObject C.
• The type and properties of the joint with GameObject B.






























